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CSI, CCS, CCCA, CCPR, LEED AP, AIA, NCARB 

CSI Awards: CSI communication Award. Honorable Mention by Gulf States Region. 
Certificate of Appreciation by Middle Atlantic Region. President’s 
Certificate, Certificate of Appreciation, Distinguished Service Award 
and Continuous Service Award from Philadelphia Chapter. 
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Organizations and Awards: 

Member, American Institute of Architects, ASTM International, 
Advancement Chair, Boy Scouts of America Troop 
 
 

Current/Previous Experience as a 
Board Member for Organization(s) 
other than CSI:  

Board Member, SPRI (Single Ply Roofing Institute) – 2012-14 
Technical Committee Member, Cool Roof Rating Council – 2012-14 
Chair, Steep-Slope Roofing Committee, ARMA (Asphalt Roofing Mfr’s. 
Ass’n.) 2013 

 
Candidate Statement: 
Hi; my name is Steve Lawrey. I am honored to be nominated for CSI Director at Large, and I look forward to 
serving CSI, at the Institute level, thereby mirroring my professional reach. Furthermore, I’m excited to offer 
my extensive professionaland CSI leadership experience to help CSI address future challenges within a 
continually changing construction industry. My career trajectory has been anything but linear. I have always 
had a strong interest in building design and construction. I have held many roles over time, including 
interning for an owner-design/builder, getting licensed and practicing as an architect, then as a specifier, 
and now as a building product manufacturer’s technical service consultant. In fact, I credit CSI for providing 
me the leadership experience and broad view of the construction industry necessary to reinvent myself.  



Leadership Experience:  
Over the past 16 years I have held many CSI leadership roles. Soon after joining CSI, I accepted an invitation 
to become a director in the Philadelphia chapter. Then I rose through the ranks to serve two terms as 
President. As 2010 CSI National Convention host chapter president, I was thrilled be among the parade of 
dignitaries to the podium, including keynote speaker Bjarke Ingels, to address the opening general session 
and welcome attendees to Philadelphia. Meanwhile, I facilitated and taught CDT exam preparation courses 
for five years while chairing the Certification Committee. Additionally, I compiled several successful Region 
and Institute award nominations while overseeing the Awards Committee. At the region level, I’m currently 
serving my second term as Secretary of the Middle Atlantic Region. Prior to that I served three years on the 
Awards Committee, culminating as committee chair. I also chaired the Tellers Committee for the FY2011 
election.  
Certification:  
CSI certification has lent velocity to my career. Successful completion of the CDT, CCS, and CCCA 
certifications jump-started my role as a specifier. Obtaining the CCPR certification in 2016 demonstrated my 
commitment to my company, our customers, and to project stakeholders as a reliable building product 
manufacturer’s technical advisor. Presently, I’m one of only two CSI members to hold all three CSI 
certifications.  
Awards:  
As the recipient of chapter, region, and Institute awards, I’m most proud of the 2011 Institute 
Communications Award because the idea for the nomination was my wife’s brainchild. Also, as a former 
specifier, I proudly display the Honorable Mention in the Gulf States Region Specification Competition. 
Lastly, even as Awards Committee chair, the Philadelphia chapter presented me with the 2013 Distinguished 
Service Award. All three award plaques hang in my office.  
Service to the Institute:  
In 2010, I served on the Institute Technical Committee to provide a technical and editorial review of the 
Construction Specifications Practice Guide and the Construction Contract Administration Practice Guide. In 
2011, I served on the CCS Examination Body of Knowledge Assessment Task Team and helped perform an 
audit of the experience and knowledge necessary to demonstrate specification writing competence. I’m a 
trusted advisor to construction project stakeholders throughout the country with over 16 years of CSI 
chapter and region leadership experience. I would greatly appreciate your vote for me, Steven Lawrey, as 
Director at Large. 
 
What leadership skills do you possess that you could apply as a member of CSI’s Board? 
My career and involvement with CSI has afforded me numerous opportunities to provide leadership and to 
demonstrate key leadership skills, including communication, team-building, and follow-through. I 
demonstrated these skills when I led the Philadelphia Chapter to successfully host the 2010 CSI National 
Convention after Institute surprised the chapter with the news we would be hosting the event. The 
announcement came just four weeks prior to commencing my term as chapter president and left only 11 
months to plan and organize a host chapter event, student design competition, and several spouse/guest 
tours, as well as to act as ambassadors to the city. Here's what I did about it: I became the day-to-day 
manager of the convention planning effort, in addition to my newly acquired chapter leadership duties and 
my ongoing professional responsibilities. I appointed a convention planning chairman and two other 
members to head-up the social event and student design competition. From the beginning, my vision for the 
convention was to showcase the city and create memorable event for the hundreds of out-of-town visitors. 
Specifically, I established milestones and tracked the progress of each subcommittee in order to meet the 
target dates set by CSI for online promotion, print advertising and event registration while maintaining open 
communications with CSI staff and representatives of Hanley-Wood (now Informa). Additionally, the chapter 



was responsible for covering the cost of the events but I didn’t want to deplete the treasury, so we had to 
raise the necessary funds. I went before the membership for four consecutive months and personally 
contacted over 100 construction industry professionals in order to generate financial contributions. 
Throughout, I reviewed budgets and signed contracts. The chapter planned and hosted an evening social at 
the Fairmount Water Works; student design competition in which entrants were tasked with designing 
birdhouses; and tours of City Hall, Longwood Gardens, Academy of Music, and Kimmel Center. Each of these 
events sold out in advance. In fact, a few days before the convention, we added an 
additional double-deck bus to handle transportation from the convention center to the water works for an 
unexpected influx of guests. Not only did the chapter raise enough money to cover the cost of our events, 
but we realized a $3,000 surplus. 
 
What skills and experience make you uniquely qualified for the position for which you are a candidate? 
If elected, right from the start, I would bring an ability to quickly understand the issues and major challenges 
before the Board in order to intelligently discuss and vote on Institute business. This would entail research, 
communication, assessment, and follow-through skills. I demonstrated these skills while working as 
Compliance Manager for a roofing manufacturer. I became aware that a critical European product 
certification was due to expire in 30 days, and its renewal was imperative in order to continue sales 
throughout the European Union. A lapse in certification was not an option. Immediately, I made this my top 
priority and became the day-to-day manager despite being responsible for other company and industry 
association initiatives. Time was of the essence. First, I consulted with my team and the Vice President of 
Export Sales to determine the identity of the certification body and testing laboratory, understand potential 
technical and procedural challenges, and collect necessary product and test data. In addition, I arranged a 
meeting with my predecessor who possessed detailed international compliance knowledge but retired 
several months earlier. More precisely, I contacted the certification body to determine specific submittal 
requirements and to fully understand the renewal process. I also contacted the European lab that 
performed the original product testing and asked them to send me the test reports. Fortunately, there were 
individuals who spoke English well enough to converse with. In order to expedite the process, I adjusted my 
working hours to compensate for a seven-hour time difference and therefore communicate in real-time. 
This prevented accumulation of days waiting for responses to technical questions and the loss of precious 
time. Meanwhile, I provided regular updates to the VP of Export Sales. Finally, to complete the process and 
secure the required documentation, I coordinated the necessary foreign bank drafts with the accounts 
payable group. Not only was the certification renewed, but it was completed and issued five days before it 
expired. Sales continued without interruption. In fact, soon after, during a company-wide event, the VP of 
Export sales praised me for meeting the objective. 
 
What do you think should be changed about CSI or what changes would you make? What shouldn’t 
change about CSI? 
CSI’s role as a conduit for facility lifecycle education, organizational Formats, and certification of 
construction industry professionals is rock-solid and should not be changed. However, construction industry 
education is in dire need of an overhaul. Generally speaking, the quality, depth, rigor, and standard of 
industry educational programs varies widely from provided to provider. Some programs masquerade as 
endorsements for products and services while others are poorly conceived, structured, and presented. Still, 
there are many excellent programs. Therefore, opportunity exists for CSI to provide vision, leadership, and 
follow-through to improve the quality and content of educational offerings to better address the needs of 
its members and the industry itself. Secondly, the national convention needs to be reimagined, or possibly, 
co-located with an allied industry convention, in view of declining attendance, questionable exhibitor ROI, 
and competition from allied organizations. CSI should work with informa (show planner/owner) to optimize 



attendance while continuing to host its educational seminars, awards presentation, and business meetings 
and programs. 
 
What do you see as critical to CSI’s future success? 
CSI must champion a more open and inclusive organization with regard to generations and traditionally 
under-represented project stakeholders. This initiative would contribute to a diverse leadership pipeline and 
offer members greater value and a richer experience. Specifically, we must empower emerging 
professionals to prepare for the future of CSI. We need to offer millennials and Gen Z members a stronger 
voice in chapter, region, and Institute leadership and engage them in rethinking the future of the 
organization. It’s often said that CSI is the only professional association that brings together all construction 
project participants, yet the facility owner and contractor communities are grossly under represented. 
Currently, there are relatively few engineers, interior designers, and specialty consultants as compared with 
architects and (architectural) specifiers. Additionally, the supplier side is dominated by manufacturers’ 
product representatives, but is short on technical service and product development specialists. CSI can seize 
this opportunity to increase membership, create dialogue, and build member value by setting a vision for 
how chapters and regions can attract these segments of the construction industry.  
 
 

 


